
Call for Submissions

Publish your manuscript in one of the American Society for Nutrition journals.

ASN’s Board of Directors is fully committed to improving the author publication experience through increased speed,
simplified processes, reduced costs, and greater attention to author service.  We know you weigh many factors when
choosing where to submit your research, whether it is speed, impact factor, or cost. We aim to be your first choice, as well as
your best choice.  

Author Benefits and Services

Reviewer Benefits and Services

Unified Instructions to Authors
The ASN journals' Editors have collaborated to create a single Instructions for Authors, establishing common guidelines
across the ASN portfolio. With uniform style requirements, it has never been easier for authors to prepare their manuscripts
and transfer between journals. 

Hassle-Free Submissions
All first submissions are now hassle-free, with limited requirements for formatting.

COMING SOON! CME Credit
ASN recently became accredited to provide continuing medical education (CME) for physicians. ASN plans to incentivize
reviewers by offering CME for high quality reviews in the near future.

Reviewer Recognition
All ASN journal reviewers are recognized for their service in our journal publications on an annual basis. Additionally,
twenty top reviewers are awarded annually (five from each journal). Top reviewers are offered a page charge waiver for
one article accepted by the respective journal that is submitted within 12 months of receiving the award. 

APC Discounts
Current Developments in Nutrition is piloting an initiative to provide APC discounts to reviewers who submit high-quality
reviews within 1 week.

Page Charge and APC Discounts
Page charges and APCs are discounted for ASN members.

Rigorous Peer Review
Our authors rave about high-quality peer review, thanks to our prestigious Editors, dedicated Editorial Board Members,
statistical review board, and expert ad hoc reviewers.

Speed of Publication
Oxford University Press is implementing processes to publish research articles at manuscript acceptance, dramatically
cutting the time to article publication. 

3-D Image Capabilities
Beginning in summer 2021, new technology to display 3-D images will enable the publication of 3-D body image and brain
scans in manuscripts.

Automatic Deposit of Articles on PubMed
Oxford University Press automatically deposits all articles published in the ASN journals into PubMed. Articles with NIH
funding are also automatically deposited into PubMed Central. Authors do not have to take any additional steps to meet
their NIH-funding requirements.
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